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editorial
Puts a Smile on Your Face
For this issue’s cover, I give
you another photo by Andy Macdonald of Australia. His use of a
fisheye lens puts our sport right
into a smile. But it is not gear
which makes a photographer but
his eye. And between Andy and
Dean Alberge, both good friends
of this magazine, we have the two
finest photographers working in
the field today. (For another look
through Andy’s eye, see page 11.)
Claudia and I are in the
process of doing major archery
program development. One of the
hurdles we face is that in a city of
3.5 million people, with almost 6.5
million more people in the suburbs
and we have only one, count it-one,
pro shop. Common wisdom has it
that if we build it, they will come,
but we can’t afford to just wait and

our most critical need is in compound bow mechanics.
While cogitating on this I
thought back to how I acquired
much of my ability to work on
compound bows: I had some early
help from friends, but a great deal
of what I can do came from Larry
Wise. I even learned to make
strings and cables from Larry (via
video). So, I am pleased that we
have a review of his most popular
book, now in a fourth and expanded edition, “Tuning Your Compound Bow.”
I like Larry’s books because he
doesn’t just tell you how to do
things, he also tells you why.

duce you to Ben Adolph, a physical
training specialist who starts off
talking about mind and body. (No,
you can’t get away from it!)
Then Tom Dorigatti finishes
taking all of you compounders (and
recurve and longbow specialists,
too) through the fine points of setting up your own personal shot
sequence. And I chime in with two
articles for the coaches (well, and
archers too) out there, one on
archery drills and one on the elusive
“how” in teaching archery.
Since it is rapidly becoming
Fall, we hope your “between seasons” time is well spent for the
coming indoor season.

We have yet another installment
from Jon Miller on creating a college archery program with more
great advice coming. We also intro-

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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This is part 8 of a series by Purdue Archery Club President Jonathan
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Contributors
Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament and says “I like playing guitar, listening
to music, cleaning pennies, sharpening crayons,
memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting
my hard drive, but only after oatmeal baths.
Shiny objects and cookies-to be honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old works for
me.” Asked why he loves archery, he responds:
“I don’t; it loves me.”

Ben Adolph grew up in rural Illinois and
loves the outdoors. He jumps at any opportunity to be active. His college studies were “premedical” with emphases on chemistry and
nutrition. His passion lies in the fields of athletics, business, and education. Since his graduation from college he has actively pursued further education in the field of strength training
and conditioning. As Ben says, “My primary
role is to help athletes develop and progress. My
mission is to provide premier training and
instruction for athletes of all skill levels. I am
dedicated to the progress of my clients on all
levels of athletics and health.”

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
Azores, and Guam. He has won numerous
local and state tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently
been learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA
style. He is also the mastermind behind the
archery puzzles you can find in the back issues.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Your Personal
Shot Sequence (Pt2)
(Practicing What You Preach)
by Tom Dorigatti
This excerpt from my last article bears repeating:
“All of you have read countless articles about the
necessity of having a shot sequence, following a shot
sequence, and even competing using a shot sequence.
However, there is seldom if ever any mention of how
to figure out what your shot sequence is or what goes
into getting your shot sequence trained in. And, is
this really the reason the pros have this uncanny ability to do the same thing in nearly exactly the same
manner, shot after shot, and round after round? All
you seem to hear or read is that as long as you do
everything “the same exact way, every single time,”
even if it is “wrong” you will be competitive and shoot
great scores or you will be able to easily bring down
any game animal that comes within range. Once
again, the “how to go about it” always gets lost in the
translation; the emphasis is always placed on the
“what to do” part of it.”
This article is intended to give you a bit more
guidance and insight into making your shot sequence
work for you and not against you.
A word of caution is in order. Some shooters will
scoff at the idea of you having a checklist/placard
mounted on your bow while
you are shooting. Most of
those will be more experienced archers who have
already mastered their shot
sequences, and can repeat it
without much forethought. In
other words, they already have
this “thing” mastered and
automated. They run their
mental checklist out of habit more than out of conscious forethought. This is fine . . . for them. They
have the experience. However, let me also caution you
that many of them will eventually have something
creep into their shot sequence that will give them
great difficulty in tracking down, simply because they

won’t have anything written anywhere to help them
figure out what has wormed its way into their form,
disrupting said “shot sequence.” Yes, you have it, this
checklist and placard checklist is more “ProActive
Archery” at work!
The following items were covered in detail in the
first article (See the previous issue. Ed.) about the shot
sequence, so there is little, if any, need to reiterate
these items:
• Isolating Your Personal Shot Sequence—
How to Begin
• Writing Down What You Do
• An Example of a Beginning Shot Sequence
• An Example of a Complete Shot Sequence
(Beginner Level) 27 steps.
• Example of a Pared Down List for Beginning
Shooter (14 steps)
• How do You Get This Up Front and Personal?
• Making the Placard
• Sample Beginner’s Checklist and What it Looks
Like in Bow-ready Form
In the form of general support, let me quote
George Ryals IV, a top professional archer and
instructor. George says in a posting on Archery Live’s
forum, “Occupying your ‘urge
to control’ will free your automatic process to run the
important stuff in the background.” Bingo! There you
have it, not just from an old
and experienced mid-range
archer such as I, but from a
top ranking professional
archer and coach.
This article will, I hope, allow you to build that
shot sequence and occupy “your ‘urge to control’ by
using that regimented task list, thus freeing up your
automatic process to run the important stuff in the
background.” What you have to find out and figure
out is what you already have under subconscious con-

“Some shooters will scoff at
the idea of you having a
checklist/placard mounted on
your bow while you are
shooting.”
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trol, and regiment only those items that you haven’t
yet gotten automated. You cannot do this without a
checklist. Remember, your mind can only focus consciously on one thing at a time.
I will add here, that aiming is not the answer! I
don’t allow my students to put “aim” into their conscious checklists. There isn’t really a solid or even a
well documented definition of what “aiming” really is,
certainly not one that will work with the conscious or
subconscious mind. So, why incorporate an unknown
into your personal shot sequence checklist?
A Closer Look at My
Personal Shot Sequence as It Now Stands

I have had to change over to shooting left-handed due
to some physical problems that made it next to
impossible to hold a bow right-handed at full draw
without my bow hand shaking significantly. After
fighting it for nearly 10 years, I finally gave in about
six months ago. I started re-learning how to shoot
left-handed after a 25 year hiatus from full time lefthanded shooting. When I
changed from shooting lefthanded to right-handed 25
years ago, the changeover
took me only 13 days and I
was beating all of my lifetime personal best scores at
the time. (See “So You Think
You are Right-Handed?” in
Volume 8, Number 4. Ed.)
This go-around, however,
hasn’t been anywhere near
as easy as it was then! However, I am progressing,
albeit slowly but surely. My shot sequence has been
worked down to seven steps. The only steps that are
in that sequence are those that must be accomplished
in order for me to shoot that perfect, or near perfect,
shot and maximize my chances for an X-ring hit.
Here is my current shot sequence checklist as it
stands right now, along with a better explanation of
why each item is even in the checklist:

quently the impact point on the target. As distance
increases, this slight variation in stance can and will
show up more and more with regard to arrow impact
points.
Thus, it is my opinion that all shots must start
with the proper shooting platform. I also have, over
the years watched innumerable archers, and many of
those who aren’t top finishers, who don’t pay much
attention to their stance on the shooting line. I can
watch many a mid-level or even higher level shooter
take up a different shooting stance each time they get
on the line. Worse yet, I see many archers who will
move their feet between shots, either because they
move while using their binoculars, or they simple
shuffle their feet to load the bow! Thus, often times,
not only are they not assuming the same stance from
end to end, but many change their stance from arrow
to arrow!
My body shape and flexibility have changed dramatically as I have gotten older and also as a result of my
open-heart surgery of ten years ago. As a result, I’ve had
to assume a “closed stance.”
If I don’t think about this
item when I get onto the
shooting line, I will naturally fall back into the slightly
open stance that I used to
shoot for so many years. For
me, the result of not making
sure of this seemingly little
item as I start my shot
sequence is a shot that falls
out of the X-ring to the
right; and quite commonly, even a 4 out the right side
of the bull’s eye. If I keep my stance closed, then I don’t
have to deal with right side misses. The obvious motivation is then “Check for Closed Stance.”

“Aiming is not the answer!
There isn’t really a solid or even
a well documented definition of
what “aiming” really is, certainly
not one that will work with the
conscious or subconscious
mind.”

1. Closed Stance
In a previous article about “Blind Bale Shooting” (See
“Expanding Upon the “Blank Bale” Technique for More
Accurate Shooting” in Volume 11, Number 5. Ed.) I discussed how to find your personal stance and body
alignment through the use of a floor template that
you outline your foot positioning onto and then use
religiously until the stance becomes second nature.
Remember, however, that “the stance is tuned to the
draw length and the draw length is tuned to the
stance.” It doesn’t take very much variance in foot
position to change your body alignment and subseArchery Focus

2. Forward/Angled Anchor
I also tend to flatten out my release hand while I’m
going through my pinching motion to activate the
release. This results in my anchor rising, the drawing
elbow coming up, my chin coming down, and the site
floating right out the bottom of the bull’s eye. If I
don’t make sure of this, then the miss is inevitable on
the low side or low left side of the bull’s eye. In addition, the shot doesn’t trigger quickly and I struggle to
get the shot to break. I’ve never been able to master a
higher anchor, nor can I successfully fully rotate my
release hand to the straight vertical position and use
the side of my cheek as another “contact point.”
Doing this forces my already high drawing elbow
even higher and exaggerates the afore-mentioned
problems with chin, hand positioning, and the aperContinued on Next Page
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ture dropping out the bottom. Maintaining the Forward/Angled Anchor is easy to accomplish as long as I
mentally check it off. I am currently close to taking
this item off the list, because I’m not having much of
a problem with forgetting to keep it in line.
It is amazing at how easy it is to tell at this point
whether or not I’ve got a good shot going, or if the
shot is already questionable. Correcting this takes
time and movement. Thus, if it isn’t right from this
step, then it isn’t going to get any better and I should
let down and start over.
3. Center the Peep
It may seem odd to you that I don’t say, “Center the
scope.” The reason for this is to help me pay more
attention to the peep site and keep my head
in position. Peep height is way more critical than a lot of shooters are willing to
admit. For me, when I set up item #2
above, it is only a quick check to keep
the peep centered with regard to the
scope housing. It reinforces “drawing
the peep to me,” and not “moving me
to the peep.” It is a matter of head positioning and not bow positioning or bowhand positioning. This is a momentary
item that is accomplished at the same time as
I’m settling the scope onto the correct bull’s eye.
4. Rotate/Level out Elbow
This particular item is, at present, giving me the most
problems. If steps #1-#3 are done correctly, but I forget to rotate my drawing elbow and keep my elbow
down, then things fall apart quickly. My elbow continues to rise, my anchor shifts, my chin comes down,
and the sight drops out of the bottom of the bull’s eye.
However, if I rotate the elbow and then avoid raising
it any further, then the shot will break quickly and
cleanly. This item alone is responsible for probably
95% of the 4’s I shoot, and probably the vast majority
of the missed X’s as well. If this item isn’t correct, then
the next item won’t work out either. This is yet another “caution” point in the sequence. If this step is done
correctly, then steps #5 and #6 come easy. If the elbow
rotation and height isn’t correct, I can pick it up by
how the sight is settling. The key here is to let down
and start over when it isn’t right. This, of course, is
also easier said than done, but it is the key to shooting high scores. There is no good that can come from
shooting bad shots “any way.” If you can’t let down
and start over, you cannot become a top echelon
shooter. Period.
5. Take up Slack
This is with regard to the gripping of the release aid.
8

I’m shooting a Carter Only back tension release, so
the comments relate to this release aid or other “rotational” releases. (Even though the Evolution Plus isn’t
a “rotational release aid,” this is even more critical
with that release aid). With my Carter Only, I pull
back the release with a lot of first finger pressure and
I also use the thumb post. Once I hit anchor and continue through to this step, I then drop my thumb off
the thumb post. Then, to get the release to rotate, I
must have finger contact on the release aid; especially
the middle finger and ring finger; otherwise I’m not
going to get the release to rotate. Also, without that
finger contact with the release, I can “pinch” my
shoulder blades together; I can rotate my elbow all I
want to; and the release still won’t break. The reason is that I haven’t any contact on the outside of the release to get it to move. If I’m
pulling all first finger and have nothing
else going, then the release cannot
rotate because I’m not doing anything
to counter the pull on the first finger.
How can the release angle then
change to get the gate to trip? Letting
go with the first finger of the release is
a way of cheating the release, and will
result in a shot that will impact way low
and left. “Wristing” the release is yet another
way of cheating it, and will result in wild misses that
are scattered all over the place. Squeezing the release
fingers is yet another way of cheating the release, but
that results in impact points all over the compass rose
and lots of inconsistency because then the release
hand is tightening up and so are the forearm and
upper arm muscles, and not the rhomboids which are
really supposed to be providing that tiny bit of pressure needed to correctly trigger that release aid.
6. Relax
This item is also critical after I’ve accomplished #5
above. Should I tense up the release hand after I “take
up the slack”, then this step becomes much more difficult. I have a tendency to tighten up the back of the
hand, then the forearm, and this is transmitted to the
elbow and shoulder as well. The result is that I am
involving way too many of the wrong muscles, and
the rhomboids cannot effectively work for the execution of the shot. The sight picture will become very
unstable. In addition, I’m working backwards and
having to watch for step #4, since the elbow will come
up as the forearm muscles tighten up. An “unrelaxed” shot is a missed X, and often times a 4 waiting to happen.
For me, if I can’t get this step working, I must let
down and start over. It is a simple process of just letting the back of the hand relax and acting like I’m
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holding a bucket. The muscles will relax and the
rhomboids will be able to do their job. Once again,
many missed X’s and missed 5’s are the result of not
relaxing and “letting it happen.”
7. Hold chin up.
This has to be happening continuously during the
shot. However, I have a tendency to drop my chin
while accomplishing steps #5 and #6. This checklist
item is simply my way of telling me to finish the shot.
I don’t have trouble with dropping the bow arm or
peeking. I do, however have problems with keeping
my chin up (literally and figuratively).
For me to shoot consistently and to shoot a high
X-count, the items above must be accomplished in
the order I have them outlined. If I get any item out
of sequence, then the entire shot will break down.
Either the shot will fire pre-maturely, or the shot will
not break cleanly, if at all.
Items You Will Obviously Note Are Missing

There are countless items that you might incorporate
into your own personal shot sequence checklist. You
have probably already noted that there are two very
obvious items that you would have in your checklist
that are completely absent from mine.
Grip Foremost among these is “Grip,” am I correct? Here is my philosophy on “grip.” Many years
ago, when I was shooting recurve and fingers, a top
PAA shooter, Denise Libby, was watching me shoot a
league. I had shot several
297-298 scores, but I was
having problems with shooting right and left edgers.
One night, Denise came to
me and offered a handshake. I shook her hand, and
to my surprise, it was all greasy. She told me ignore
that mess and just go shoot my bow. I told her I
couldn’t do that with my hand all slippery like that.
She reiterated that she wanted me to shoot the bow
with my hand the way it is. My first shot went right
smack into the middle, as did the following four
shots. I never slid around in the grip of the bow, and
I obviously didn’t have the bow come out of my hand
and hit me in the face either. She told me to wipe
some more Vaseline onto the grip of the bow and
shoot a round that way. I did so, and shot my first ever
300! What was happening was the bow was being
allowed to find its natural position in my hand without me interfering with it. In the end, I shot several
rounds with the Vaseline on the bow grip and quickly learned that the bow would find its own position
and I didn’t have to work at it. Since then, I’ve always
just let the bow seek its natural sweet spot for my

hand. I’m not saying for you all to go out and lube up
your bow grips with Vaseline, that is a pretty extreme
measure. However, I am saying is that, if you let it, the
bow will find its own sweet spot in your hand without
you really having to think about it. Of course, this is
also assuming that you don’t grab the bow in deep
past the life-line and have loads of riser contact on the
outside portion of your bow-hand. If you do, then you
will have to correct your bowhand form to reduce
your tendency to torque the bow due to having too
much hand in the bow.
Aim In my last article I discussed why “aim” isn’t
a part of my shot sequence checklist nor is “aim” a part
of the checklist for any of my students. “Aim” can
mean too many things to too many people, all different. Aiming is nearly indefinable. Aiming to one person may mean trying to hold the dot of the scope on
the cross of the X (next to impossible to do for any
more than a second or two), while for another person,
“aiming” might mean to let the dot float and allow
your eyes to do the work. For one person it might
mean having the target fuzzy and the focus on the
scope. Yet for another person, it might be to have the
scope fuzzy and the X of the X-ring their main point
of focus. Some stare at the X and let it happen; some
stare at the dot and let the dot find its way to the X.
Others don’t know what to do, so couldn’t ever incorporate “aim” into their checklist, because they really
don’t know how they “aim”, they just let it happen all
by itself. They don’t want to cobble up their brain to
figure out “how” they aim,
and then try to remember
that.
Is any one of these the
“only right way” to aim? I
don’t think so.
Follow Through Yes, “follow through” is also apparently missing from my personal checklist. I don’t have the tendency to drop the
bow, nor do I have the tendency to “peek.” I also don’t
know how to punch a release aid and certainly don’t
want to learn how to do that, either. In reality, I do
have “follow-through” in my checklist as my last item,
“Hold Chin Up.” If I accomplish that little task, then
I am going to see the arrow impact the target through
my scope more often than not. Keeping my chin up
helps me to maintain and finish the shot and is more
meaningful than “follow through.” “Follow through”
involves a lot of interpretation and can involve more
than one thing.

“An “un-relaxed” shot is a
missed X, and often times a
4 waiting to happen. ”
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Conclusion

I have emphasized the importance of new (and even
some experienced) shooters getting organized and writContinued on Next Page
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ing down their personal shot sequence. You should start
by writing down everything you do in the preparation of
shooting an arrow. (This really has to be “everything,”
because what will happen if you leave something out?)
Then, after itemizing this shot sequence checklist, you
ask the following two questions:
1. Do I already do this every time without having to
really think about it? (It’s automated already).
2. Does this item cause me to miss or shoot a bad
shot because I tend to forget to do it?
• If you answer “yes” to “A” and “no” to question
“B,” then delete it from your “new” list.
• If you answer “no” to question A and “yes” to
question B, then you need to keep the item in your
new shot sequence list and highlight it in red. You
might be doing it every time in your mind, but the
effect of not doing it causes you to miss, so you are
probably off and on with the item.
My current checklist is only seven major items, all
of which are critical in that they must be accomplished
in that order for every single shot. Each has a point of
no return, and therein lays the difficulty with them. If
you don’t follow the checklist or you allow yourself to
get sloppy with it by disregarding
the danger signals and trying to
recover a poor shot, then you
need to take stock of your dedication to perfecting your own shot
sequence.
Be aware, however, that
beginners will have longer checklists (about 10-15 key items).
Intermediate shooters will have
about the same number of items,
but they will be more sophisticated than those of a beginner. I recommend that upper level shooters keep their checklists down to
eight items or even fewer than
that. In addition, if you have
found a discrepancy not on your shot sequence, or you
are learning a new release aid or in the midst of a form
change, then new critical items will need to be incorporated into a new checklist.
Shot sequences can and do change. What is good
about this ProActive approach to having a “written and
visible” shooter’s checklist is that it can be updated
quickly and easily. It is visible to you any time you want
it. If you find something has crept into your form that
isn’t on the checklist, or if something that is on the
checklist is out of date and no longer needs to be there,
you simply add the new item or get rid of the old.
The placard for your bow is inexpensive to make,
is light, and can be positioned in such a fashion that
you can have it readily available to help you keep on

track, shooting one good shot at a time. It can and
will help to keep you focused on your game and help
you to forget a bad shot.
You can only think of one thing at a time. Thinking through your shot sequence is thinking form.
Thinking form will allow you to focus on only form
while allows you to “let it float and shoot the shot.” If
you trust your shot, it happens by itself. It will happen
by itself, if you repeat the steps on your checklist
exactly the same way, every time, from shot to shot,
end to end, and round to round.
If you’ve never given any thought to what your
shot sequence is, then perhaps it is time you give this
method a try. If you are having shooting problems, I
think you will find that by following this program
(begun in my previous article), you will begin to
improve and understand better what it is that you do
correctly, and what it is that sometimes you get out of
sequence or perhaps rush by or don’t complete. If you
use this method and things are going well, you may
well remove the placard from your bow’s riser. However, it would be wise to retain that checklist for use
“when” (not if ) your shooting takes a down turn. You
will most likely get yourself right
back on track in minutes by
breaking out this checklist, reattaching it to your riser, and reading it between each and every
shot. You will most likely say to
yourself “Holy cow, I let that one
slide, didn’t I?”
I have one last comment
about this personal shot
sequence checklist. It is only as
good as you are willing to work at
it one step at a time. This has to
be integrated into your form,
with the goal of actually ridding
yourself of the written checklist
and using it only when/if something goes wrong and you start to shoot poorly or are
having unexplained problems with missing. You eat
the elephant one bite at a time, remember?
The greatest feeling is the shot that your focus is
on the X, your scope is centered, your release is crisp
and a surprise, and the shot breaks, all at the same
time. You then will see the arrow dive into the X-ring
because your full focus was on “letting it happen.”
When you reach this point and you are seeing your
arrows “dive” a majority of the time, you have arrived!

“If you don’t follow the
checklist or you allow
yourself to get sloppy
with it by disregarding
the danger signals and
trying to recover a poor
shot, then you need to
take stock of your dedication to perfecting your
own shot sequence.”
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The shot sequence checklist/placard is yet
another piece of “ProActive Archery” at work.
Archery Focus
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Specific
Physical Training
Handook:
A Review
It has often been decried in This Magazine
that there are nowhere near enough archery training
aids available. If you look at golf, there are hundreds
of such devices to aid golfers. The Golf Channel
plays half-hour long commercials for many of these!
In archery, there are only a couple of such devices.
Jumping in to fill part of the gap is Tyler Benner
of Astra Archery. Tyler is the co-author with KiSik
Lee, USA Archery National Coach, of Inside the
Archer, the second volume in Coach Lee’s trilogy
“Total Archery.” The first volume was “Total
Archery,” and the promised third volume will be on
the topic of coaching archery.
Tyler, to support the first two volumes of this
series, has produced a kit consisting of a very high
quality stretch band and similarly high quality form
strap, with an 18 page booklet on SPTs: Coach Lee’s
Specific Physical Training drills.
The SPTs were designed by Coach Lee to
increase an archer’s endurance, power, strength, and
flexibility. The booklet leads you through the basic
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uses of the stretch band and (nonstretching) form
strap with photos and text. The photos are clear and
illustrative of the fine points associated with the
exercises, which the associated text clearly points
out. In addition to stretch band and form strap exercises, exercises with a light drawing bow are
described, too. (We think a light drawing bow is an
essential training device.) To top off the exercises are
drills you can do with your bow, with and without
adding extra tension with the stretch band.
Sections describing the muscle groups being
worked and training plans lead to a section on using
a “shot trainer” (the most well-known is the FormasterTM) with and without shooting arrows. This completes the recurve section.
Not to leave anyone out, the final two pages are
devoted to exercises suitable for compound archers.
An addition from the early kits is a convenient loop
to attach a release aid while using the form strap.
As good as the band and strap are (and these are
the best stretch bands and form straps we have seen)

While Coach Lee’s expertise is in Olympic-style archery, some of his SPTs have been adapted for compound archers.
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the real core of this package is
the booklet. Top notch.
Just a note for those of you who
complain the price of the kit is
too high. Go to a golf store and
price their training aids, which
generally start at $99.95 and go
up from there, and then come
back and complain some more.
Sheesh!
Specific Physical Training
Handbook
from Astra Archery
www.astraarchery.com
US $39.95

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
Archery Focus
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Athletic Brain
vs.
Athletic Body
Skill-specific Thinking
by Ben Adolph, CSCS
My main challenge as a strength and conditioning
specialist is to help athletes translate training skill to
competition skill. This starts with the comprehension
of how an athlete is to understand the connection
between mind and body. I use the next two terms (my
personal definitions) to help teach this to athletes,
youth to professional; they are as follows:
Visualization
Visualization, an athlete’s most beneficial tool, is
seldom used in developmental athletics. Our ability to visualize a skill-specific movement determines
our ability to perfect that movement through training method and replication of the proper range of
motion. To utilize visualization in this new context, as you read this article, take the time to lean
back in your chair and ponder the movement you
are trying to achieve. Visualization is as easy as you
make it. Simplify the process by selecting one movement. Replay that movement in your mind over
and over until you can replicate the movement,
mentally, with perfection.
Kinesthetic Meditation
Kinesthetic meditation: feel a movement with your
brain, understand the movement with your body.
I start with visualization because proper visualization leads to the next phase of understanding, kinesthetic meditation. Basically, now
that you have successfully replicated a movement with thought
(visualization), stand up and
replicate the thought with physical movement (kinesthetic meditation). As you progress slowly
through the range of motion of
the exercise, compare and contrast your physical
movement with the visualized movement. How does
your physical movement differ from the visualized

movement? How is it the same? Understanding this
process is a gigantic accomplishment for any athlete,
and a huge progression on your way to a flawless,
skill-specific range of motion.
If you feel confused at any time during this
process, don’t worry. Ironically, understanding the
mental side of being an athlete is mentally challenging. Feel free to refer back to the two terms during
your reading to aid in understanding the movements
and how they relate to your fundamentals.
You may think archery is different from other
sports, but what is required to progress is similar to
many other mainstream sports. The aforementioned
terms, plus core development for strength, range of
motion, and pre- & post competition recovery are
equally important to improving one’s status as an
archer-athlete. Understanding the role these play in
your development will create an obvious advantage
during competition.
Muscle Activation/Core Work

Commonly confused with “ab work,” core development is your main asset as an athlete. Core training is
a great method of activating essential muscle tissue
used in preventing injury and increasing strength.
Your “core” needs to be thought of as 75%
hips/gluteus muscles (butt) for
strength, and 25% abdominals
(“abs”) and erectors (in your
back) for stability. I know that
sounds backwards, but try to
rotate with resistance hundreds
of times without using your hips.
If you can honestly say you do
not use your hips, physical therapists will enjoy your
company.
Core strength refers to your ability to counter a

“Ironically, understanding
the mental side of being
an athlete is mentally
challenging.”
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resistance, while core stability refers to your ability to
control the resistance through movement or a static
position. As you prep for a shot what muscles are
active? Do your abs perform the movement, or do
they stabilize your spine to remain in control of your
current position, maybe both? Are your gluteus muscles active or loose? Think about it, while I move on
to explaining some of the movements that help train
the core and activate key muscles for improving your
abilities as an athlete.
A Typical Program
(done 3x per week, not before competition)
Plank
In the prone position, move to your forearms and
toes. Your body should be in a straight line from
shoulder to heels, with your neck neutral, not
tight.
Side Plank
Lying on one side, raise up to your downed forearm and the outside of your grounded foot, other
foot stacked. Forearm pointing toward the direction you are facing, raise your free arm and point it
towards the sky.
Side Plank with Abduction
Same as side plank. Keeping the top leg straight
lift it up, keeping the toes pointing forward.
Lower the leg and repeat.
Quad-Hip Activation
In the quad position (hands & knees), abduct
(raise knee to outside) one leg at a time, keeping
the knee bent at 90°. Perform large circles, forward
and backward, keeping knee at 90°. Straight leg to
the side, 90° off of the hip, raise the leg up and
down with maximum control.
10-2 Rotation
Using a band or cable resistance machine, set up
your stance perpendicular to the origin of resistance. Feet should be hip width, hip should be
25% below standing level, knees should track the
outside two toes. With straight arms, hold the
resistance handle on your midline, directly in front
of you. Rotate the resistance from 10o’clock to 2
o’clock.
High Row
With a resistance band or cable machine, pull a
moderate resistance towards your ears, stopping
when your thumbs reach your jaw/cheek. Your
stance should be facing the origin of resistance
with your hips lowered to slightly above a parallel
squat.
Transverse Abdominus (TA) Activation
Lying on your back, feel the arch of your lumbar
spine. Pull your navel in towards your spine, pushing your lumbar spin flat to the floor.
Archery Focus

Posterior Flexion
Commonly referred to as the “Superman,” this
movement starts by lying on your stomach. Arms
straight, thumbs up, raise arms and straight legs
off the floor. Squeeze the glutes during the flex.
Progress this movement by doing the same motion
with opposite arm and leg

“Archery is a sport quite
different from most you see
broadcast on ESPN, but an
athlete is an athlete.”
Pre-Competition

After you have adequately prepared yourself during the
week, your next priority is preparing before competition. Range of motion (ROM) should be addressed
before performing any other movements associated
with the stance, draw, or stability. In order to establish
proper ROM, a shooter must first consider what needs
to produce motion. In your case, it is the drawing elbow
and shoulder. Consider the motion. The elbow drives
back, then rotates towards the posterior side of the
body. Therefore, the muscles addressed should be the
pectoralis group, anterior deltoid, muscles of the rotator cuff, and the triceps muscle. The following active
stretches and skill specific movements will aid in ROM
preparation before competition:
Chest (Pectoralis), Anterior Deltoid
With a stable stance, arms extended in front of the
body, open and close your arms at shoulder level.
Be sure to increase you reach each rep, maximizing
your stretch. When returning to the front, cross
arms as if you were giving yourself a hug.
Triceps
Holding a stretch band in both hands, reach the
lower arm behind your back, the other reaching
over the top. Pull with your lower arm, stretching
the arm that is reaching from the top. Stretch the
arm, then fully extend the arm, repeat.
Rotator Cuff
With the upper portion of your shooting arm
raised to flex your bicep, holding parallel to the
ground, rotate your palm forward, rotate your
shoulder backwards…similar to the back portion
of the throwing motion. Do not hold or force the
stretch. Try to increase you ROM each repetition.
Torso Rotation
In a stable stance with slight lowered hips, hands
placed behind your head, rotate the upper body
side to side, maintaining a stationary hip position.
Continued on Next Page
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Do not allow your knees to collapse inside your
feet. Gradually increase your ROM each repetition.
Shot Prep
Using a light resistance stretch band, replicate your
draw as if it were for competition. Focus your
energy not on the pull, but on the mental component of visualization. Control your stable shoulder,
focus on the muscle activity needed to stabilize the
draw. Activate the transverse abdominus (TA is
your natural weight belt in the abdominal muscles), squeeze the glutes, and control the stance.

Archery is a sport quite different from most you
see broadcast on ESPN, but an athlete is an athlete.
All athletes benefit from being properly conditioned
and maintaining the discipline required to become
more competitive over time. While practicing the
skill of shooting helps, more progress will be observed
if you follow a mid-week strength and conditioning
program. Improving your aerobic capacity, increasing
your core strength, improving your flexibility, and eating properly will provide large benefits for any athlete.
Who knows? You might even find yourself to be
healthier in the end.

Post-Competition

If you would like more information regarding any
topic in this article, feel free to email the staff at Athletic Performance Academy at info@apaclinics.com, or
check out www.apaclinics.com to learn about the Athletic Performance Academy.

Post-competition recovery is essential in returning
your body to a state of relaxation and regeneration.
This includes stretching all muscles involved in your
sport, which should be a full body effort. Basic, isolated stretches for the upper and lower body should be
done following competition. Doing this allows your
muscle tissue to relax and begin the healing process.
Static stretching (holding the stretch) at a level of
light discomfort allows for the muscles to relax and
enter a state of recovery. Following a flexibility routine
with a proper nutrition plan will provide a dramatic
increase in your recovery time and progression.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Drilling
for Archery
by Steve Ruis
While we have been putting the finishing touches
on our comprehensive recreational archery curriculum
(almost done, we hope to publish within a couple of
months), part of the effort was to provide useful
archery drills. Archery drills get mentioned a bit here
and a bit there but, unlike in other sports (“101 Baseball Drills,” “Soccer Drills for 8-12 Year Olds,” etc.)
nobody has compiled more than a few archery drills,
so I have been working on coming up with a comprehensive listing of such drills. The other long term
project of this nature I am working on is compiling a
list of target panic treatments. Like archery drills,
nobody has published more than one or two of these,
leaving the poor TP sufferer with nowhere to go to
find what they need. (I would have thought that one
of the guys who had “tried everything” would have
done this already.)
In this article I wanted to share with you our set
of drills for beginning serious archers. These are drills
which teach good form and execution as well enabling
student-archers to improve their form and execution.
In addition, some general aspects of doing drills have
become apparent and I want to share those with you,
too. I hope that those of you who have something to
add will write in. If you have a useful drill or target
panic cure, please send it to me (steve@archeryfocus.com). If we publish it, we will give you full attribution. If you have a whole article on this and we
publish it, you’ll get paid for your article.
Let’s start with the basic principles.
Drilling Principles

The purpose of a drill may be many: one is to connect
an athlete’s behavior to some mental process, another
is to make them aware of a feeling, or it may be to
“practice in” a particular movement. There are, it
seems to me, some basic principles that all drills conform to. They are as follows:
1. The drill must be done correctly. Just as an unfocussed, lackadaisical archery shot is unlikely to have a
good result, so is an unfocussed, lackadaisical drill.
Coaches need to teach the drill and then coach the
student archer on doing it properly. Getting feedback
on whether the drill is being done properly is not
always easy. Sure, the coach does it during a coaching
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session, but what about at home or when practicing
alone? Coaches need to provide their athletes some
“touch points” that enable them to determine whether
they are “doing it right” or not. These may be physical feelings, or visual cues (mirrors can help here as
can helpful parents or siblings), or simple tests that
can be done.
2. Only one thing may be focused on. Most of you
are aware of the “one thing at a time” principle. This
is based on the limitation of our conscious minds
being able to do only one thing at a time and on the
focus needed to make an impact on our subconscious
mind.
3. Distractions must be minimized. When any kind
of drill or practice is done, we can focus consciously
on one and only one thing at a time. It is axiomatic in
archery that “while you focus intently on one aspect of
your form, other things tend to drift.” This is why we
use techniques like “blind bale shooting,” where we
close our eyes to shut off visual input and thereby
focus on the tactile aspect (feel) of the shot. This is
why we take targets down when working on form
changes. The whole purpose of a target is to provide
feedback on the success of a shot. If you are working
on keeping your bow hand relaxed, a target is only a
distraction to evaluating whether that was done during the shot.
4. The drill must be evaluated on one criterion only.
An axiom in archery is we “practice consciously and
shoot subconsciously.” When drills are being done we,
in effect, are training our subconscious minds. To do
this effectively requires conscious focus on one and
only one thing. If a drill is designed to focus your
attention on, say your bow arm, then what possible use
is the score achieved by a shot arrow? The arrow score
says nothing definitive about your bow arm, because
the outcome of a shot is based on dozens of variables,
not just one. By basing the evaluation of whether a
drill or shot was “good” or “not good” on only one
thing, we are sending a powerful message to our subconscious minds—“This is important. This is how I
want to do this task.” This same principle applies to
process goals being applied while shooting.
Archery Focus

Training Equipment

In archery, we generally want “practicing in” to be
done with bow and arrow. This is supported by quite
a bit of sport science which indicates the best practice
for a technical sport is the sport itself. Golf, on the
other hand, is riddled with gadgets that promise to
make the purchaser’s golf swing dependable and powerful. These gadgets include weighted clubs, clubs
with hinges, straps, balls, putting rails, all kinds of
stuff. In archery, we have only a couple of training
devices and that is about it. So, we make do with ordinary archery equipment, supplemented with readily
available stuff.
An Example of an Archery Drill

I thought I had invented this drill, but then I saw it in
Ruth Rowe’s excellent book Fundamentals of
Recurve Target Archery. So, I thought maybe Ruth
invented it. But then I saw it described in a source
from the 1930’s. My point is that those of you who
focus on “who invented it first” need to realize that
“there is nothing new under the sun.” I recently found
a reference to “back tension” in a book dating to the
early 1500’s. Arguments over “who invented it” are
probably counterproductive.
This drill involves an inexpensive piece of
“archery training equipment:” a small plastic bucket
with a wire bail. A rock placed in the bucket gives
some resistance to work against. This “training
device” is an excellent finger release training tool. The
bucket’s bail is held in the string hand fingers in the
same way as a bowstring is gripped. The bucket is suspended at the student’s side and the student is
encouraged to relax their hand and arm, while still
holding the bucket. The muscles curling her fingers
are quite near her elbow and so her hand and wrist
and the rest of her forearm and upper arm can get
quite relaxed. While the bucket is suspended the
archer can wriggle her arm to loosen the muscles as
much as possible. So far, the drill has been to teach
the feeling of having nonessential muscles in the bow
arm relaxed.
The drill continues with the student trying to
drop the bucket without “opening” her hand, by
“relaxing her fingers.” Of course, it is not her fingers
which are relaxing but the muscles in the upper forearm (the Flexor digitorum profundus and Flexor digitorum superficialis) but she doesn’t need to know that.
The feedback she needs is whether the bucket is
dropped by relaxing those muscles and not by opening the hand (which involves flexing other muscles).
The feedback comes in the form of her arm being
dead straight before release and her hand returning to
its relaxed state immediately after (which can be felt
and/or seen in a mirror—the “post loose” hand should
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look exactly like it looks when hanging limply at her
side) and in whether the bucket lands flat on the
ground. If the string is loosed properly, the bucket will
fall straight and the flat bottom of the bucket will hit
the ground flush. If the student “plucks” the release,
the bucket will not fall cleanly and the bottom of the
bucket will hit edge first and a completely different
sound (and bounce) will be had.
This drill exhibits all of the principles outlined
above. Once taught, there is one and only one criterion for a successful drop of the bucket (Did the bucket land flat?) and there is a touch point for students to
help them do it right (the hand returning to a relaxed
state instantaneously). Distractions are minimized
and only one thing is being focused on.
Some Drills for the Beginning Serious Archer

We define a “beginning serious archer” as an archer
who has espoused the goal of “getting better” at
archery. Some of the students we introduce to archery
just love to shoot arrows and are quite happy with that
and just that. Others want to “get better” and are
encouraged to learn more and do some of these drills
as a way to get better. We don’t seriously entertain the
idea an archer wants to be a “competitive archer” (as
opposed to being a recreational archer who, if they
compete, competes “for fun” only) until they have the
goal of learning how to win. This latter state usually
doesn’t happen until an archer participates in some
form of competition, does well, and entertains the
idea that “If I worked at this, I could get pretty good.”
or some such goal. And doing any serious training
before they get to that point is probably fruitless (as
any JOAD coach can tell you).
So, here are the drills: some are more focused on
learning, others on training. And, again, if you have
similar drills, send them to me and I will share them
with the other readers.
Shoulders Up, Shoulders Down Drill

Purpose To teach basic shoulder position to beginners.
Signs It Is Needed Beginners often hunch their
bow shoulders to help hold the bow up. If they are
really struggling with the mass of the bow, spread
their stance about some (2-3 inches) and use the least
heavy bow available (e.g. recurve rather than Genesis
bow).
How to Do It Start by standing (no bow) and raising both shoulders while saying “Shoulders Up” then
lowering your shoulders and saying ‘Shoulders
Down.” Ask the student to follow along through 2-3
repetitions. Then show how the arms are raised from
the “shoulders down” position (into the “T” of “T
Form.”). Ask the student to do this also.
What It Does Students often have very little body
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awareness. More than a few drills are just to switch
back and forth between extreme body positions so
students can feel the difference. Sometimes one of the
extremes is the goal (as here), other times you are
looking for a “happy medium” position between the
two extremes.
Rotate That Elbow Drill

Purpose Protecting bow arms and elbows from bowstrings.
Signs It Is Needed If student has an elbow crease
pointed upward or any part of bow arm too close to
the path of the bowstring. If you think that a number
of students need this drill, do it for the whole class.
How to Do It You need an outward pointing wall
corner or a small diameter post or door frame to lean
against (which simulates the bow and some small
draw force on the bow arm). Place the bow hand on
the corner/post/door frame as you would on a bow (in
good T Form), lean slightly against the edge and then
rotate the bow elbow back and forth (to establish the
range of motion) and then into a safe position (elbow
crease is near vertical).
What It Does The elbow is wider when it is sideways and this puts the unprotected elbow close (too
close) to the path of the bowstring. Rotating the
elbow moves the vulnerable region out of the way.
Note: There are some whose arm geometry is such
that the elbow crease faces upward and this cannot be
corrected. Some kind of neoprene sleeve can be used
to protect the vulnerable elbow until they have
enough experience that the string can be avoided (as
they gain experience, the path the bowstring takes
becomes more narrow and more regular).

Signs It Is Needed Tension in back of draw hand
indicated by arching of hand or wrist.
How to Do It Have student make “deep hook” and
merge your deep hook with his. Wiggle his arm with
your arm relaxed until his arm relaxes. Then say “This
is the feeling you want to have in your forearm, wrist,
and hand.”
What It Does Provides the feedback necessarily to
identify what a relaxed bow arm feels like.
Finger Release Drill

Purpose Practice relaxing the draw fingers for the
release of the string.
Signs It Is Needed Plucking (hand flying away
from face) while shooting.
How to Do It Stand recurve bow/longbow on shoe
top. Set draw fingers into hook, hook onto end serving/string near top limb tip, pull slightly, then relax
hook.
What It Does Provides the sensation of relaxing
the fingers while under tension. Good practice.

Elbow Rotation Test

Purpose To test whether an “elbow rotation” step needs
to be inserted into an archer’s shot sequence (typically after the “set hands” step, whether a shot sequence
has been taught yet or not).
Signs It Is Needed If student has an elbow crease
pointed upward or any part of bow arm too close to
the path of the bowstring.
How to Do It Hold the bow at arm’s length as if
shooting. Bend the bow elbow, bringing the bow
toward the archer’s body. If the bow swings in toward
the chest (good); if the bow swings up toward the
head (bad).
What It Does Gives the archer the ability to test
whether their own bow arm elbow is in the correct
orientation.

Back Tension Drill #1

Purpose Student needs better idea of what is involved
in using back muscles to draw bow.
Signs It Is Needed No or little movement of scapulae/shoulder blades during draw.
How to Do It Lay down on floor or carpet facing
up. Using mimetics (play acting), stretch band, or very
light drawing bow, go through the motions of drawing the bow. Students should feel considerable movement of their shoulder blades (see photo on next page).
Note: if you do this on grass, expect major grass
stains!
What It Does The floor supplies tactile feedback as
to what is happening in the student’s back.
Back Tension Drill #2

Arm Relaxation Drill

Purpose Student has unnecessary tension in draw
hand and draw arm.
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Purpose Student needs better idea of what is involved
in using back muscles to draw bow.
Signs It Is Needed No or little movement of scapuArchery Focus

lae/shoulder blades during draw.
How to Do It While student draws a light drawing bow, place your finger tips on their scapulae/shoulder blades. Instruct them to bring your fingers together as they draw the bow. Alternatively, you
can put thumb or finger between the scapulae and
instruct the student to “Pinch my thumb(finger).”
What It Does The touch supplies tactile focus as to
what is happening in the student’s back.

ticular place). Often students shoot with quite good
form on a blank bale which then becomes quite distorted when a target face is introduced. This is a sign
of trying too hard to control the arrow’s path. When
done with “eyes closed” there is an accentuated experience of the other senses (especially the desired tactile sense or “feel”). Can help separate physical from
mental causes of problems. Can focus attention on
the feel of the shot.
Used, for example, when student first gets to use
a release aid first with a rope loop, then with his compound bow, to allow the focus to be on the use of the
release (for a while). Later the focus shifts to the target, but only after the release aid’s use is comfortable.
Mirror Drill

Back Tension Drill #3

Purpose Student needs better idea of what is involved
in using back muscles to draw bow.
Signs It Is Needed No or little movement of scapulae/shoulder blades during draw.
How to Do It Instruct the student to stand in the
letter T. Have them bend both arms at the elbow.
Instruct them to try to touch their elbows together
behind their back.
What It Does The drill creates a very tight feeling
between the shoulder blades, the feeling of which can
then be incorporated into the student’s shooting.

Purpose Connects the feel of an archer’s actual posture
to correct posture.
Signs It Is Needed Student wants to make more
progress than they are making or seems disconnected
from his/her shot.
How to Do It A large mirror is mounted vertically (as a closet mirror is) and with a stretch band or
light drawing bow, the archer “shoots” at the mirror.
Archers can check their stance, hip position, shoulder
position, head position and alignment.
What It Does Archery is a “feel” sport. When
shooting the only check on an archer’s form is how it
feels to them. This drill provides great feedback visually that archers can then associate with the feel of
their shot. This is a good drill to do daily during practice in that it “reminds” the subconscious mind of
what it is trying to achieve.

Blank Bale Routines

Purpose Various
Signs It Is Needed Various
How to Do It Students shoot at quite close range
at a target butt with no target face. There are two variations: eyes open and eyes closed. Warning: when
shooting “blank bale—eyes closed” also called “blind
bale” you need to have students shuffle their feet regularly as they will naturally shoot very tight groups. If
they don’t move their feet, they will slam arrow into
arrow to the detriment/destruction of those arrows.
What It Does These drills remove the influence of
the target (the desire to have the arrows land in a parArchery Focus
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Coaching a
Traveling Team &
Going to Tournaments
by Jonathan Miller
This article is a continuation of my previous
article in which I wrote about starting up a traveling
team in your college club.
The LA Lakers are good but without Phil Jackson, they wouldn’t be as good. A coach is necessary for
a traveling team to be good. Without a good coach,
you just have archers limited by what little they
already know and what they can find in books, magazines, and online to help them shoot. This will get
them nowhere . . . fast. You have two options: a. either
find a coach for your team who is nearby or in the
school itself or b. coach the team yourself. Both
options have their pros and cons and I will talk about
both in this article. I will start the article with how to
coach a traveling team if you are a student coach.
Then we will look at bring in (or going to) a nearby
coach. Finally we will look at what a traveling team is
all about: traveling.
Being a Student Coach

Being a student coach is difficult but it isn’t impossible. To be a student coach, you need to balance school
work, team practices, and
your own practice and
you can’t afford to stint
any of them unnecessarily. So this requires good time management, but also
having a basic form that you can teach to all your
archers. You need to make the process of learning new
form as streamlined as possible and capable of being
broken up into reasonably big chunks to teach. Once
an archer has decided they want to become a compet-

itive archer, they need to have the right equipment,
which we have already addressed, and then it is your
time to coach them.
I recommend you start out each team member
with a private one-on one-lesson. This can take anywhere from an hour to three hours depending on how
well they pick up the form. It is important to do this
one-on-one because they need individual attention to
get the form down. If they don’t start well, they will
be spending all of their practice time fixing mistakes
they are making.
The first lesson is the hardest and deserves all of
your attention. At Purdue, we teach the BEST
Method so what we do first is take the archer through
all the steps as a run through, describing each part as
we go. Once the archer understands the big picture of
what we are trying to accomplish, we then lead them
step by step in the process of perfecting each part of
the form from start to finish. We finish this first session by sending the student home with a stretch band,
with which to practice in their room, building the
right muscles. Once you do the one-on-one introductory training session, you
can put archers together
in training lessons because
they understand the steps
and are now perfecting the steps. Start the students
out slowly, preferably at their own pace. There is no
rush to get someone ready since the first tournament
you will probably shoot is indoors and shooting accurately at distance is not a problem. Have your team
members shoot at a blank bale at close distance and

Part 8 of a Series
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
stress the importance of having solid technique to
build upon. Make sure everyone you are coaching is
using the same form at first, it will be easier on you
and you will be able to pick out problems quickly with
each archer. They will all be discussing the same things
with one another, which lessens confusion.
Finding a Coach

If you decide not to be the head coach and do not
know of anyone at the school who is able to be a head
coach, then it is time to think about bringing in outside expertise. Wherever you are in the country, there
are quality coaches nearby who are able to help your
club whether they be private coaches or another college coach. It is your responsibility to teach your students proper form and the basics, but an outside
coach can help with arrow setup and cutting,
advanced form techniques, problem solving with difficult form issues, bow setup, and the BEST method.
Look around your area for quality coaches by stopping by local pro shops and asking for names or looking on the internet. Don’t overlook networking with
other local college clubs to see who they have coaching. When you find a coach, you have several options:
you can pay for the coach to come out to work with
your club or take the club to visit them at their site.
With the first option, you have to realize that this cost
will including expenses like food, hotel, gas, as well as
coaching fees. If the coach is willing to volunteer, you
should still cover their travel expenses.
Because these expenses can be considerable, I
suggest going to see your coach. Make the trip a colArchery Focus

lege archery outing where everyone pays for their own
gas (as a split expense in each car) with student drivers. This will make it more friendly economically for
everyone, usually only costing $10 in gas even if you
are looking at a trip to a neighboring state. Work with
the coach at an archery range or even a public recreation center. Make sure you arrange all the necessary
accommodations to make this work ahead of time.
Try to leave very early in the morning, at Purdue we
leave around 5 AM to get to Illinois so we can spend
the whole day training with a coach. By doing this we
avoid hotel expenses and archers are more inclined to
join in on the trip if they know that a whole weekend
isn’t lost on training. Coaches have their own fee
schedules, so lay out these expenses clearly before you
go so everyone has enough money to cover lessons.
Even though there is a good deal of planning needed
for a trip like this, I recommend them because it
allows you to bond with your team and see what a trip
is like, well before you need to go to nationals or other
tournaments together.
Whichever way you choose to train your club is
up to your team and will be based upon what
resources you have available to you. Pretty soon you
will have a good enough team to take to indoor
nationals or other major events and represent your
school. Once that happens, you will be surprised at
how much your college will notice you and your organization. Also, do not be surprised if you need to
order more equipment due to large numbers of people wanting to join and train for the traveling team.
Continued on the Next Page
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The 2010 Purdue Traveling Team

Hitting the Road

Finally, we get to what all of the preparation has been
building up to, actually getting out of your schools
boundaries and traveling to other schools and neutral
sites for competitions. There is no better way to show
off your new team than to take them to a national
championship shoot. Preparing to travel just for yourself can be a lot of work and having to plan a trip for
a whole team is even more work! Unless you delegate
this job to someone else, you will have to setup the
entire trip, watch the funds, schedule day to day activities, and get everything reserved ahead of time. Start
planning months in advance to make sure you have
enough time to fix problems. Whether you are driving
to the tournament or flying, it will be fun but stressful. And, if you do delegate the task to another club
officer or team member, you must check in with them
to make sure everything is going well. You can’t just
assume everything is perfect.
Target a Tournament Start by finding a tournament for your archers to prepare for. Two easy tournaments to get ready for are USA Archery Indoor
Nationals and USIACs (U.S. Intercollegiate Archery
Championships). I suggest Indoor Nationals as the
first big tournament for your archers because it is
competed at quite a few locations and one of the locations will more than likely be within reasonable driving distance. Look up the dates and tell your club
about the event to get them interested. You also need
to give your archers an indication of the estimated
costs so they can start to save up. Expenses to keep in
mind include gas, food, registration fees, hotel costs,
spending cash, and emergency funds. For Purdue, we
went from Indiana to Virginia for Indoor Nationals
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and budgeted around $250 per person.
Arrange Your Lodging Once you get a number of
people interested, book a hotel as soon as possible.
Stay where you know other colleges are staying so that
you will be able to network and have more fun during
your stay. Usually this hotel is the “host hotel” for the
shoot and information regarding it is provided by the
tournament host in the registration packet/announcement. Over book your hotel and cancel
unneeded rooms at the last minute for people not
going, since archer’s plans change even just days
before you are scheduled to leave. Since minimizing
costs is a high priority, try to stay the minimum number of nights you can; for USA Archery Indoor
Nationals, that is two nights. That requires you to
leave the day before the tournament and check out the
morning of the second day. Place as many people in
each room as you can to save money but make sure
everyone is okay with who they are rooming with.
Realize that hotels may have regulations about how
many can stay in a single room. Hold a meeting to
talk about who wants to room with whom and the
costs involved.
Get Everyone Registered The next thing you need
to do is register all of your archers. Try to delegate this
to one person who will send in all of the information
and collect the money. That way that one person can
keep track and if anyone has registration problems
can deal with such early on. Have everyone pay their
up front money into the club account and write one
check out of that. Send in the registration applications and fees the first day it is allowed since space
sometimes is limited.
Also at this meeting, figure out who is able to
Archery Focus

drive and how many cars are going. This part is
important; make sure everyone who is driving has
insurance to cover everyone in the car and that you
follow all University rules and guidelines. Hand out
itineraries to each person with a route to take, contact
information, hotel information, etc. Have the whole
weekend planned out in its entirety for safety and
make sure that you give the itinerary to a University
official. Make up a list of team member’s cell phone
numbers to share. (You will need this list to connect
with people on the road for plan changes, or for emergencies, etc.) Email me for a sample itinerary that the
Purdue Club uses on their trips.
Be in Charge, They Will Thank You Keep the team
together whenever possible on trips even though
everyone has their own opinions as to what they want
to do and where they want to be. You are in charge
and you are responsible for everyone on the trip. This
is where it is necessary for you to plan out the trip and
stick to it. Everyone will be coming up to you after
shooting and asking what to do now and you cannot
say that you do not know. Always have an answer or
say that you are going to get back to them with an
answer shortly.
After the Shoot Even though this is primarily an
archery trip, it does not mean you can’t go out and
have fun. Keep the nights open to explore a new town
and go do fun stuff. What makes a tournament for a
team is also the time spent hanging out together
when not shooting. Just keep in mind not to do something that will tire you out and affect your shooting
the next day. For example, the Purdue team went to
the beach in California after our shooting at the tournament was complete, since we knew that we would
be tired from swimming and surfing the next day. We
were proven oh so right when the next day we were
unable to lift our arms from sunburns and sore muscles. Don’t be afraid to extend a trip a day or two
longer on the back end. If you are going to a far away
place such as California, spend a day or two driving
around and going to different towns. Your archers
tend to see shooting more as work than fun because
they want to do very well. They need those extra days
to unwind and relax. Get pictures for your website, so
you can use them to attract new members to your
team next semester. Obviously extended trips and
excursions involve additional costs, so these are things
the team will have to decide on.
Paying Their Way Finally we come to the most
dreaded part of any sort of traveling, payment. The
easiest way to handle this is to have one person handle registration fees, plane tickets, and rental car costs
and get repaid by each member, but for everything
else, it is typically paid separately by each person.
Archery Focus

Be sure to take pictures your University’s Public Information Officer
will want to include in newsletters, etc. This is inexpersive marketing
for your program.

Each hotel room can be reserved by one person, but
make sure that when the team arrives, they take your
name off the room and put the occupants in. That
way it is not your sole responsibility for rooms that
have damage or do not come up with the money.
Stress to each of your archers that the trips are selffunded and the trip will be paid throughout its duration, not a lump sum that is divided at the end. By
doing it this way you do not have to have one person
cover everything and worrying about being repaid.
If you have any questions regarding this article or
other questions, you can contact me at Jonkmiller984
@gmail.com.
Editor’s Note You may have noticed a change in Jon’s
email address, which is because Jon has graduated
from Purdue! If you are in the process of trying to get
a college club going, have no fear, he will be continuing this series!
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Who’s Teaching
Archery. . . and How?
by Steve Ruis
An international survey of the teaching of
math focused on eighth graders and one of the astonishing things they discovered was that the best scoring
group of U.S. eighth graders was performing below
the worst performing group of Japanese eighth
graders. What could be responsible for this disturbing
result? Some were quick to blame the teachers (and
teacher unions) but that explanation didn’t work. It
didn’t explain the observations. So, what did, you ask?
The answer: how the math was being taught.
And what does this have to do with archery, you
ask? I think everything. While the rest of the world is
relentlessly looking for the best ways to teach almost
every subject (includingarchery), we in the U.S. seem
to want to grab onto any idea floating by as “the one”
that will work, that will save us. Desperately seeking
solutions doesn’t work. You have to be methodical.
You have to establish how you will decide what will
work and what will not.
For example, an extensive analysis of the physics
of a golf swing determined that there is no one right
way to swing a golf club. To
some extent, every golfer
has to search for the swing
that will work best for him
or her. I tend to think that
shooting arrows from a bow
is similar. On the surface it
looks as if everyone is doing
it the same way. Under the
surface there are a great
many small variations in the execution of shots. In the
compound world, many people will say that you can’t
execute well without good back tension. But I have
observed championship winning archers who shot
with minimal back tension (their shoulder blades
barely move during their shots). Other compound
coaches state unequivocally that you need to have a
“surprise release” to shoot in the unlimited division
successfully. Again, there are some championship
level archers who shoot quite consciously.
But aren’t these forms of execution suboptimal,
aren’t they less than the best way. Yes, but so what?

As a case in point, our most recent men’s Olympic
gold medallist does not use a finger sling or any sling
for that matter. What I saw in the NBC videos is that
after each shot I viewed his finger tips turned white as
he was grabbing the bow. Grabbing the bow is suboptimal and is considered a form flaw, but only if you
grab the bow before the arrow leaves the string. Viktor Ruban only grabbed the bow after the arrow was
away.
Having a suboptimal shot element may be a problem, or it may not; we don’t know what the point cost
is of these suboptimal elements. So, the implication
for coaches is . . . are you ready? . . . that you must be
ready to teach whatever will work for a particular
archer-athlete. Even I can figure out that if you want
to shoot a compound bow successfully without back
tension, you had best have some really impressive
shoulder muscle development. Being an “arm shooter” requires some really good arms!
But there is so much I don’t know. I don’t know
three different ways to do each and every aspect of
making an archery shot . . .
in every style.
Some solve this process
by teaching one method
and letting the students
choose. This is what most
golf coaches do. Mastering
a particular golf swing is
quite complicated and,
unlike archery coaches, golf
coaches are expected to be really good practitioners,
that is, golfers. There is no way a single golf coach is
going to master even two swings let alone the Stack
and Tilt, the Peak Performance Golf Swing, the Natural Golf Swing, The Perfect Connection Golf
Swing, The Ernest Jones Method, The Square-to
Square Golf Swing, etc.
Some solve the problem by teaching one method
and, if the students can’t do it, out they go. This is a
significant element of the Korean approach to
Olympic archery, now being copied by India and
Mexico and other countries.

“Desperately seeking solutions
doesn’t work. You have to be
methodical. You have to establish how you will decide what
will work and what will not.”
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In the U.S. I think, since there are so few coaches, that we need to be conversant in many variations
and be able to make them available to archers. In a
project for USA Archery I argued, successfully, that
the Level 4 Coach training should include a module
with the topic of “modifying standard form.” I have
no idea who could write such a module, maybe it
would have to be exploratory but the topic needed to
be addressed; it is also moot since USA Archery
shelved the project.
The question, though, is still valid: how does one
modify “standard form” to fit individual archers.
Archers, some very good ones, have modified their own
form because of injuries and still have been able to
compete successfully. Others have not been so lucky.
In a perfect world, we could have a sports physiologist/anatomist/specialist observe an athlete, make
measurements of muscle activities, and prescribe (or
at least offer) some options/changes the archer might
try (maybe with biofeedback to guide the archer’s
movements). I am not holding my breath for that to
happen. What we can do and do now is start cataloging our approaches. I am working on a sequel to
my book, Coaching Archery, and I want to include
three rather large segments in it:
1. a catalogue of target panic cures (I have dozens of
them.)
2. a catalogue of archery drills (I have a few of these.

See the article elsewhere in this issue.)
3. a catalogue of teaching methods (I have but a few
of these.)
I can probably handle the first two by myself (not
that I wouldn’t appreciate some help, I will!). But the
last one is beyond me. I need help. If you send me a
teaching technique, method, or tip, I will include it in
the book with your name, making you instantly
famous . . . well, maybe not, but if we don’t create a set
of teaching techniques to argue about, how will we
ever decide which of them are better and which
worse? The same is true for the cures and the drills.
Over time, all significant efforts create what are
called “best practices.” There are best practices in
chemistry and best practices in sales. These are time
and science tested and proven to work. If we had
these and you tried one and your archer doesn’t like it,
you go back to the source and try #2, then #3. Unfortunately we have no “source” of these as yet.
If you write up any example of one of the above
as an article for This Magazine, you will not only get
into the book (More on Coaching Archery), but you
will get paid an author’s fee to boot; you will be
famous and rich—well, more famous and richer, let’s
say.
Send me anything you come up with at steve@
archeryfocus.com.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Tuning Your
Compound
th
Bow, 4 Ed.
This book is Larry’s Wise’s most popular book
and, as is fitting, he still is investing time in keeping
it up to date. This new edition, the fourth, includes
two entirely new chapters: one on tuning asymmetrical (hybrid) cam bows and another on tuning
for 3-D and bowhunting. If you didn’t already
know, Larry is a very successful competitive
archer, coach, and bowhunter. (He has written
on all of these topics for Archery Focus. Ed.)
You can always count on Larry Wise to
start with the basics and build upon them. Not
doing this is a mistake many writers make and
certainly many bow mechanics make. Larry
recommends, for example, that you chase any
threads in your bow with appropriate taps to
make sure those threads are clean and clear.
This is especially important with a new bow as
metal chips, paint, and other gunk can cause
you grief. And if you mess up threads, especially in the softer aluminum alloy of your
riser, you will be looking at an expensive repair.
The foundation of any work done on your
bow is getting the right bow, so Larry discusses how to order a bow that can be set at your
draw length (it must be matched exactly to the
archer) and goes on as to how to set it. Later in
the book, he goes into great detail as to what
happens when you make the draw length
adjustments built into your eccentrics. You
didn’t think just the draw length changed did
you? How about the draw weight? The limb
tip pre-bend? The let-off? All of them can be
affected by such adjustments.
While he leads you though the technicalities involved in compound bow mechanics, he
also shares his wisdom, gathered working on
hundreds of bows. For example: “My personal
experience with centershot adjustment leads
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me to the conclusion that little is accomplished by
moving it from (the initial positions).” And “Changing tiller measurements is not necessary in order to
tune the two-wheel compound bow.” Also “A simple
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method for measuring and setting tiller on the singlecam bow is to connect a string line to both axles. Use
this instead of the bowstring.”
He also brings clarity to some of the more controversial aspects of bow tuning: “The two-wheel
compound bow is a closed circuit system. In this system, the limbs are in constant balance with one
another. By changing the limb bolt on one limb, you
only succeed in changing the angle the riser sits
between the limbs.” So much for tiller tuning; it only
adjusts the angle of the riser to fit your hand better, a
job better done by adjusting the grip.
Larry walks you through the major compound
bow designs and how to tune each of them. He also
tells you how their designs affect the force-draw curve
of the bow. Don’t worry, a complete description of
what a force-draw curve is is provided, as well as is a
procedure for determining one for your bow. After
that is accomplished the tuning begins in earnest.
Larry starts by checking on all of the things that can
interfere with the tuning process (clearance problems,
etc.), then begins with paper testing, which can be
supplemented with bare shaft testing, “The paper test
tells you what the back of the arrow is doing while the
bare shaft test tells what the front of the arrow is
doing, so the two tests show opposite results.” He finishes, as must we all, with group tuning. All of this is
larded with great advice, like “Don’t be afraid to try
adjusting in the opposite direction of what is ‘supposed’ to work.”
Two of the most valuable sections come at end of
the book: Chapter 9 addresses building and tuning
arrows and Chapter 10 addresses string and cable
making. If you can learn things from books, there is
enough information and direction (and photos and

“Don’t be afraid to try adjusting
in the opposite direction of what
is ‘supposed’ to work.”
diagrams) provided that you can teach yourself to do
both of these! But there are no shortcuts as Larry
continually points out, he states “Shooting groups . . .
won’t happen on its own. You have to test different
point weights . . . I tested 70-, 80-, 90- and 108-grain
points to find that 90 grain points group best (in
those particular arrows).”
There are a couple of bombshells in the book, one
involves the mount of arrow speed lost over distance.
Larry tested 2114 aluminum arrows with 2- and 4inch vanes, and three different carbon arrows. The
five arrows had different weights and therefore had
different initial arrows speeds (from 246 to 282 fps)
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On Target for . . .
Tuning Your Compound Bow, 4th Ed.
by Larry Wise
Target Communications
$13.95 (145 pages)
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3

Pre-test and Tuning
Pre-Use Bow Preparation
Draw Stroke of the Compound
Bow
Chapter 3B The Single Cam Bow
Chapter 3C The Super Cam Bow
Chapter 3D The Asymmetrical Cam Bow
Chapter 4
Shooting from the Valley
Chapter 5
The Power Stroke of the Compound Bow
Chapter 6
The Fine Tuning Process
Chapter 7
Test Shooting, The Final Step
Chapter 8
Tuning the Fast Flight Cable
System
Chapter 9
Building and Tuning Arrows
Chapter 10 Making, Serving, and Repairing
Strings and Cables
Chapter 11 3-D Tuning & Shooting
Chapter 12 20 Most Asked Questions
when shot from the same bow. But from launch to 50
yards they all lost the same number of feet per second
of speed! So, out to 50 yards, no arrow seems to be
better than another as far as velocity decay goes!
Larry ends this edition of Tuning Your Compound Bow the same way as the previous editions with
“20 Most Asked Questions” of which there are 22!
This book is highly recommended for any of you
wanting to understand or work on your compound
bow, no matter whether it is new or older in its
design. And there are more diagrams and photos than
there are pages, so everything you need to learn is
made crystal clear.
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AER Articles for Coaches #2
Welcome to the second AER Article for Coaches in Archery Focus! As mentioned in the last
issue, Archery Focus is going to have two Archery Education Resources articles, one for students
and one for coaches. We are going to try to keep the two articles on (or near) the same topic as
we expect that, as students read their articles, they may be running right to you with questions.

Helping Them Buy
Their Own Equipment
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
What should I get? Where do I go? Where can
I get a bow like Stephanie’s! Again, if you haven’t
heard questions like these yet, you will . . . and soon.
Shopping for archery equipment requires quite a bit
of technical knowledge. Whether or not there is an
archery shop (also called an archery “pro shop”) in
town, your help is going to be needed by all of your
students desiring their own archery equipment. (The
flip side is if your students go off on their own and
buy equipment ill suited to them, when that equipment doesn’t work well, they will share their unhappiness with you! This is something you will want to
keep on top of.)
Also realize that in the AER Recreational
Archery Curriculum, you must have your own bow
and arrows to start Stage II. The first Stage is the
“beginner” stage in which we supply all of the equipment. The reason for this is a student can only go so
far with borrowed equipment. To reach the intermediate level of archery, they need to have equipment
that can be adjusted to fit them, which means, they
need to have their own equipment.
The best case scenario is when you have a good
archery shop nearby, so let’s look at that first.
Working with an Archery Shop

If you have a good archery shop near you, you are in
luck. They should have numbers of bows and arrows
in stock, plus many accessories that your students will
need or want to buy (quivers, tabs, bow sights, stabilizers, etc.). They should have, at least, a small space
set aside to test shoot bows or, at most, a full indoor
range. In order to send them customers with confidence, though, you are going to want pay them a visit
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and check out their inventory. In the long run, having
a good working relationship with a good shop will pay
huge dividends for your students.
A quick survey of the shop will give you an idea
of who they are set up to serve. Look at the bows on
the wall. If they are all in camouflage color schemes,
they do not have target bows in stock and they aren’t
serving many, if any, target archers. If, on the other
hand, you see a number of bows in “target colors”
(black, white, silver, bright reds, blues, yellows, etc.),
the odds are good that they are set up to serve people
like your students. If you work primarily with kids,
look for Genesis compounds or small brightly colored
recurve bows. Some places don’t make any effort to
serve youths, because there isn’t much profit in selling
to them. Some places will tell you they can help, but
if they haven’t committed to carrying some target
bows in stock, you have to doubt how much expertise
and/or willingness they might have.
If they have stocked several target bows, then you
are probably in luck.
If you don’t see what you are looking for, talk to the
owner and see if he is interested in serving your students. Do realize that beginner level target equipment
is lower in cost, so there isn’t as much profit in it as in
higher priced stuff. But many shop owners will work
with you if you can supply enough customers. If you
can suggest products to carry, especially any you will be
recommending, the owner may be willing to carry
them for you. Also inquire into whether there is a staff
person who is knowledgeable about target archery gear
(especially for kids). If they do have someone, good; if
they don’t, it may be possible to bring one of the staff
up to speed with a little help from you.
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No Shop, Yes Problem

As problematic as archery shops can be for beginning
target archers, if you don’t have an archery-only shop,
we do not recommend you suggest “big box” sporting
goods stores, etc. They are unlikely to have enough target equipment to choose from. They are unlikely to
have someone on staff who is a “target” or any kind of
“archery specialist.” They are also unlikely to have a
place to shoot a bow new to you. Now, we admit that
some Bass Pro Shops and Cabela’s stores do have
archery ranges, but every time we go into such stores,
we check out their archery holdings and the vast majority of what they offer for sale is for bowhunting only.
So, what are you to do?
There are a number of Internet-based archery
suppliers that can sell your students what they need,
often at good prices. But the burden is going to fall on
you to help them create a shopping list so they know
what to buy, then to help them set their new equipment up when it comes in.
If this is your situation, you need to offer “Bowfittings” as a service. A Bowfitting is a complete fitting session in the form of a private lesson that takes
about 1-11⁄2 hours. You charge a flat fee for this. We
are currently designing a web-based training program
to teach you how to make all of the necessary measurements. For example, for arrow recommendations,

you need to make shaft size recommendations, fletch material and
length recommendations, nocks, and
point recommendations. Our training
will provide you with our recommendations, but you may find you can get some great
deals working through a local shop or archery
equipment vendor, so you won’t be limited in what
you can recommend. You will also provide information on reasonable prices to pay and reputable online
dealers from whom they can purchase their gear safely, if a local source is not available. You can also offer
a follow-up lesson to get your student’s new gear set
up and shooting well. Or, they can bring it to class
and you can work on it time permitting. (You may
need to explain that you cannot devote all of your
class time to one student, so it will take longer this
way.)
Getting a Bowfitting may also be the best way for
your students to go to a shop knowing what it is they
want. (If you want a sneak preview, check out the article
“The Bowfitting” in AFm, Vol 12, No 2. Ed.)
Equipment Recommendations

While we will leave most of the specific recommendations to the Bowfitting course, there is one we can
Continued on the Next Page
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make easily. Parents often approach us
and ask what they can get their child
because “he/she loves archery so much.”
If this child has been shooting a Genesis
compound bow during class, this bow can be
recommended without hesitation and without
having to fit it. A recurve bow has many variables to
be established: riser material (wood, polymer, metal),
riser length (21˝, 23˝, 25˝, 27˝ and more), limb length
(short, medium, long—this along with the length of
the riser determines bow length), draw weight (1450# in 2# increments), bowstring material (Dacron,
Fast Flight, etc.), and arrow rest.
The Genesis bow comes with all of the decisions
made for you with the critical factors being adjustable.
All you need do is pick the color.
Not only that, but there is a Genesis arrow available which is “one size fits all” which, as we all know,
“doesn’t really.” But the Genesis arrow can be shot by
the kids and adults in the family, so they have that
advantage. Another arrow recommendation is to simply have them buy the arrows you are using with that
bow in class (typically a 1816 or 1916 Easton Jazz
arrow).
Of course, the Genesis bow is “zero let-off ” and if
the archer gets serious he or she will want a bow bow
with let-off. This needs to be taken into account.

Working with Parents

If you work a lot with kids, you will also be working
with parents on buying decisions as they are the ones
paying the bills. It is important that you let your parents know you do Bowfittings. It is important that
parents become aware that purchasing a bow for a
child has a great many parameters involved and that
help is available. Even parents who are archers often
do not have the all of the expertise needed to help
their own kids buy their archery gear.
Having handouts to give parents is a great way to
communicate with them. If you deliver a wonderful
talk to parents attending before a class session, just as
you finish another will show up and ask you “Can you
repeat that?” Having a handout to read on their own
time is a courtesy to busy parents who can’t necessarily stay for a class session or whose kids catch a ride
with another parent. We think you get the idea.
We hope to have an “exchange” section on the
AER Web Site where AER Coaches can share copies
of their handouts so you can have examples to make
up your own from. Look for it!
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AER Articles for Archers #2
Welcome, beginning archers! This is the second of a series of articles provided by Archery
Education Resources for you. (The first was in the last issue.) Each issue of Archery Focus
magazine will include an article for you and an article for your coach. Much of the rest of
this magazine can be helpful to you, also, so do take a look around!

Buying New
Archery Gear
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
In the previous article, we discussed how to deal
with secondhand archery equipment. Now let’s look
at getting brand new gear!
Preliminaries

There are archery coaches who recommend that you
should buy the very best equipment available. We do
not share that recommendation. (Oh, yes, we can
hear all of your groans of disappointment!) But, as a
matter of fact such equipment, before you are ready
to take advantage of it, can hurt your development!
Top flight equipment can be very tricky as to how it
is handled. If you don’t have the required skill to
take advantage of such gear, it can actually give you
the impression you are not as good as you really are!
What you need is adequate equipment, which is
equipment that is good enough and which has been
carefully fitted to you. “Adequate” is defined as “not

“In the AER Recreational Archery
Curriculum, you must have your
own bow and arrows to start
Stage II. The first Stage is the
“beginner” stage in which we
supply all of the equipment.”
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limiting your performance.” As long as you are getting good feedback from the target, you can get better. Good feedback means the positions of the
arrows landing on the target are determined by what
you have done and not by your equipment. Bent
arrows, for example, don’t give good feedback.
Straight arrows can.
To ensure your equipment is “adequate” you will
need help.
Oh, and don’t worry—if you earn it, you will
have all of that top notch equipment to shoot. In
fact, if you continue to grow and learn, you will end
up getting several “new” bows as your skill warrants.
We think this is much more fun than getting one
bow that you then shoot for ten years, don’t you?
What Should I Get?

This is the key question. Anyone can buy stuff; the
key, though, is getting the right stuff. There are a
couple of basic choices you have to make and then it
is a matter of making sure the equipment fits you.
Do you want a compound bow, a recurve bow, or a
longbow? If you don’t know, maybe it is not a good
time to buy. Part of the advantage you have from
taking archery classes is that you can try a number of
different kinds of bows to see which you prefer. For
the purposes of this article, we will assume you know
Continued on the Next Page
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what kind of bow you want to buy.
There is a mighty temptation to
go out and buy everything. As a prudent
buyer, though, there is much for you to
learn. You can end up buying things that
don’t suit you, or you plain just don’t like. As a
general principle, we suggest that you: always try
before you buy. For example, for sale you find an
inexpensive single tube quiver that you clip onto your
belt. It is only $9.95! So, you buy it, but then you find
out that your arrows are so long that they stick way
out of the top of the quiver and every time you bend
over, all of your arrows spill out! If you had first asked
somebody you saw using one of these what they liked
and didn’t like about it, you may have already learned
this. As it turns out, you would have been much better off spending about $20 to get a longer multitube quiver. The $10 spent on the less expensive quiver is wasted when you realize it
doesn’t provide what you need.
Also, since there is so much to
learn about equipment, we suggest
that you start with just a few purchases and work your way up to
more equipment as your
knowledge grows. Here is a
list of things we think you
need to buy and the order in
which to buy them:
Necessary
1. armguard (mandatory safety equipment)
2. a good finger tab
(or two)
3. a bow
4. arrows
Optional
5. stabilizer
6. bow sight
7 release aid (compound)
8. accessories like clickers, launcher rests, V-bars, etc.
Some people like to shoot “barebow” and only
buy the necessary items. Others (Olympic-style or
Compound Unlimited archers) like all of the accessories. Once you have your full kit, when you decide
you need to move up to better equipment, you start
with a new bow (and probably arrows, too) but you
can use all of your old accessories, upgrading them as
your budget and knowledge allow.
In the AER Recreational Archery Curriculum,
you must have your own bow and arrows to start
Stage II. The first Stage is the “beginner” stage in
which we supply all of the equipment. The reason
for this is you can only go so far with borrowed
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equipment. To reach the intermediate level of
archery, you need to have equipment that can be
adjusted to fit you, which means, you need to have
your own equipment.
Working with an Archery Shop

If you have a good archery shop near you, everything
you need will be supplied. They will be able to show
you what choices are available to you in bows and
arrows, plus they will have many accessories that you
might want to buy, also (quivers, tabs, bow sights,
etc.). They should take the time to show you what
they have available and, when you select a bow or
arrows, to fit them to you. You should
be given the opportunity to shoot
the bow you have selected.
The best possible scenario is
you have a pretty good idea
what brand, model, and size of
bow and/or arrows you want
before you go into the shop. Then
you need to let the shop do its work.
After you tell them what kind of
bow/arrows you are interested, see if
they recommend something very close to
what it is you wanted.
Do not just tell them exactly what you
want! Most shops have a “the customer is
always right” policy. If you tell them exactly what
you want, they might just sell it to you, even though
they think those purchases are not right for you.
(They might not, too. They might try to steer you in
a different direction.) If you let them “fit” you for the
bow or arrows of your choice and what they come up
with pretty much matches what you wanted, you are
in a really good situation.
The way it should go is something like this:
You “I want to buy a compound bow.”
Them “What are you going to use it for?”
You “I am just getting started in target
archery.”
Them “Do you know what you want?”
You “I need help.”
Them “Do you know your draw weight and draw
length?’
You “I am not sure.”
Them “Well, then let’s measure you up and see
what we can do.”
. . . and off you go!
If what they want to sell you doesn’t match what
you want, then you should ask them, “Why are you
recommending that?” It may be that their recommendations are better than yours. It may be that
they are having a killer sale and you can get better
arrows or a better bow for less money. It may also be
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the case that they are trying to sell off equipment
they have had in stock for way too long! This can
work for you or against you: if the bow they are
pushing, for example, has been heavily discounted to
get it off their books, you might get a better bow for
less than the bow you originally wanted. Or, you
could end up with a bow unsuited to you in many
ways.
The rule when buying from a shop is: if
you aren’t sure, don’t buy now.
It may be the case they do not have
exactly what you want in stock and they
have to order it for you. It should
take no more
than one to two
weeks for
them to
receive
such
orders.
T h a t ’s
the good news.
The bad news is
that it is unlikely you have
such a shop in your vicinity.
Even if you do have an archery shop
(also called an archery “pro shop”) in your
vicinity, it is likely to serve primarily bowhunters.
Such shops often have very little-to-no target equipment available. They will probably have no one on

staff who is a target archery specialist
to help you. One way to tell is to go to
the shop and look at the bows on the
wall. If they are all in camouflage color
schemes, they do not have target bows in
stock and they aren’t serving many, if any, target archers. If, on the other hand, you see a
number of bows in “target
colors” (black, white,
silver, bright reds,
blues, yellows, etc.) the
odds are they are set up
to serve people like you.
(The colors of the bows are
irrelevant as to how they shoot,
but they do indicate who their customers are.)
Another consideration when deciding to
work with an archery shop is, if you are a kid, do
they have any kid’s bows on the wall? Look for Genesis compounds or small brightly colored recurve
bows. Some places don’t make any effort to serve
youths, because there isn’t much profit in selling to
you. Places will tell you they can help, but if they
haven’t committed to carry some bows in stock, you
have to doubt how much expertise they might have.
No Shop, Yes Problem

As problematic as archery shops can be for beginning target archers, if you don’t have an archery-only
shop, we do not recommend you try out “big box”
Continued on the Next Page
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sporting goods stores, etc. They are
unlikely to have enough target equipment for you to choose from. They are
unlikely to have someone on staff who is
a “target archery specialist.” They are also
unlikely to have a place to shoot a bow new to
you. Now, we admit that some Bass Pro Shops and
Cabela’s stores do have archery ranges, but every
time we go into such
stores, we check out their
archery holdings and the
vast majority of what they
offer for sale is for
bowhunting only.
So, what are you to do?
There are a number of
Internet-based
archery
suppliers that can sell you
what you want, often at
good prices. The problem
is they can’t fit you. You
can’t try anything before you buy it. And their advice
is limited to what they can give you over the phone,
which is not much.
If this is your situation, ask your AER Archery
Coach if they do “Bowfittings.” A Bowfitting is a
complete fitting session in the form of a private lesson that takes about 1-11⁄2 hours. You will have to
pay for this. But, what you come away with is firm
recommendations—in writing—regarding a bow,
arrows, and any accessories you might want. All of
the necessary measurements will be taken and
recorded on a form. For example, for arrow recommendations, you will get shaft size recommendations, fletch material and length, nocks, and point
recommendations. You will get several options for
most purchases. You will get recommendations

reason it can be tricky is which arrow you should
shoot is determine by three major factors: type of
bow, draw weight, and draw length. Even if you are
sure about the type of bow you want, as a beginner
your draw length and draw weight are unsettled.
Both are likely to increase as your form matures and
becomes consistent. If you are still growing, you have
to take that into account that also. In all likelihood,
both your draw weight and
draw length will be going
up just because you are getting taller and stronger.
We address these issues
by recommending that
beginners always buy their
arrows full length, that is
“uncut.” The odds are that
uncut arrows will be “too
long” which is really what
we want. For one, “too
long” arrows are safe. The
tricky part is if your arrows are longer than they really need to be, they will also not be as stiff as they
need to be. We compensate for that by recommending arrows that are stiffer than are typically recommended, but by not cutting them to the archer’s
draw length, they turn out about right. A rule of
thumb for aluminum arrows is that an arrow that is
one inch too long needs to be one spine group stiffer
to compensate. The archer’s draw length and the full
length of the chosen shaft tells us how “too long” the
shaft is, then we use the arrow manufacturer’s “spine
chart” to pick a shaft stiffness high enough to compensate for the extra length.
The benefit here is if the archer’s draw length
goes up with experience (typically, this is so) and/or
goes up with increases in height, their arrows need to

regarding prices and reputable online dealers from
whom you can purchase your gear safely. You can
also get a follow up lesson from your AER Coach to
get your bow and arrows set up and shooting well.
Getting a Bowfitting may be the best way to go
to a shop knowing what it is you want, also. If you
do this, keep your numbers in your pocket and see
what the shop comes up with, then you will have two
independent recommendations from which make
your decisions. If they agree, all is good. If they
dusagree, pne or both of them may be wrong.

be longer and stiffer. Arrows that are “too short”
cannot be made longer. Arrows the right length cannot be made stiffer easily. Arrows that are “too long”
can be made stiffer by cutting 1⁄2˝ or even 1˝ off of
them, a simple procedure. In the case of aluminum
arrows, cutting off an inch makes them one spine
group stiffer which is the equivalent of 1˝ of draw
length increase or about 5# of draw weight increase.
Having 2-3 inches of extra shaft length allows us
the ability to adapt those arrows when your form (or
body) changes. When your draw length and draw
weight become consistent, arrows can be sized exactly from the beginning.

“If you are still growing, you
have to take that into account
that also. In all likelihood, both
your draw weight and draw
length will be going up just
because you are getting taller
and stronger.”

A Word About Buying Arrows

Buying arrows, even from a shop, can be tricky. The
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